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Trip Summary 
 
Sun Peaks 1 ski trip was from January 6 -11, 2019.  We had 73 people on the trip, 56 people on 
the bus, 16 people who drove and 1 person who flew to Kamloops.  Sun Peaks Resort is about 
56 kms north of Kamloops.  We got stopped on the drive to Sun Peaks for avalanche control just 
near the BC border.  We made up time by shortening our lunch stop at the Best Western in 
Valemount and eliminating the grocery stop in the afternoon.  We had a wonderful reception at 
the Cahilty Taproom and Kitchen once we arrived at the resort.  The resort went out of their 
way to make everything smooth and easy for us.  A surprise for some of us was having fridges in 
our rooms. 
 
We had great conditions over the 4 days we were there.  We had about 25 cms of snow over 
the 4 days on a base of about 138 cms on day 1.  Most days were overcast or a bit foggy at the 
summits but that didn’t deter the enthusiasm of the group for the conditions.  A number of 
people loved Wednesday when it snowed the whole day and we got to ski powder.  My 
favourite day was probably Tuesday skiing over on Morrissey with friends – everything went 
well and we enjoyed the terrain and skiing between the trees.  But it is not just about skiing-
there were 5 people who didn’t downhill ski on the trip.  Some of them did cross-country skiing. 
And some of them didn’t ski, but walked, shopped, ate and tried dog sledding.  There is a lot to 
do at the resort on top of skking. 
 



I am a foodie and the meals and food at Sun Peaks were very good.  We ate Mexican, Japanese 
(sushi) and Italian on our free nights.  Wednesday night’s dinner was a new highlight for the 
club.  The dinner was fabulous and Kelly and his team did an amazing job.  Everyone was 
impressed with the food and choice (broccoli dish was probably the favourite).   
 
After four days of great skiing, we had to come home.  Everything had gone very well up to that 
point – there were no injuries on the trip! Yah!  But then on Friday Brewster sent us the wrong 
sized bus.  They sent us a 52 passenger bus instead of a 56 passenger bus.  The easiest solution 
was to send us the right bus with a new driver.  That took about an extra 3 hours to get done.  
We got back to Edmonton very late on Friday.  As we were delayed and waiting in the hotel 
lobby, Nancy Greene came down to chat with us, take photos and sign her book.  Then she gave 
us about 15 minutes talk on skiing -what to do right, how skiing has changed over the years and 
some tips for seniors.  She is a very interesting and gracious host for Sun Peaks Resort (see 
group pic with her).  It was a great trip and Sun Peaks has become my favourite resort (this was 
my second time there).  I know now why everyone wants to come on the Sun Peaks trips! 
 
 
Susan Williams and Sandy Ponich, Tour hosts 


